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The absorptive peripheral model using a mixture of pion and vector-meson exchange is used to analyze
data on E+p —+ E*+(890)p at momenta 3 GeV/c. The vector-meson exchange couplings are obtained
phenomenologically by Gtting the experimental data. Good Gts are obtained; in particular, evidence is
found for an interference effect between pion and vector-meson exchange which causes differences between
E*+and E* reactions. The production of neutral E*is discussed, and an attempt is made to separate the
I=0 and I=1 vector-meson exchanges. Some predictions of the model for higher energies are presented,
which suggest that the known energy-dependence difBculties of vector-meson exchange will make our method
inapplicable. Evidence for the interference effect in other reactions is suggested, and experimental tests
are proposed.

I. INTRODUCTION

'HE production and decay angular distributions
in the reactions E+p —+E*+(890)p have been

studied in several experiments in the range 2- to
5-GeV/c incident E momenta. ' r The E* decay distri-
butions show a strong cos2q dependence in the Treiman-
Yang angle, while the production diGerential cross sec-
tion is less sharply forward peaked than that for the
reaction rrp —+ pp. These properties suggest vector-
meson exchange as a production mechanism, with cu, p,
and y allowed. Pion exchange with the known K*IC+
and Ega couplings also occurs. With the development
of the absorptive peripheral model and its success in
calculating the differential cross sections and the
density matrix elements for the reaction rrp ~ pp, it was

hoped that the E*p reaction might be similarly ex-

plained. ' However, the incorrect energy dependence of
spin-1 exchange cross sections, even with absorption,
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and the lack of knowledge of the E*EV couplings pre-
vent a direct comparison between theory and experi-
ment. Instead we attempt to determine the effective
vector couplings by 6tting the experimental results.
Couplings obtained in this way will be energy-de-
pendent, but they may provide useful information on
vector-meson exchange.

In JDGKS an attempt to obtain vector-meson
couplings using the K*+ experimental results at 3
GeV/c was reported. The vector and tensor couplings
for the exchange of the vector-meson corresponding to p
and a& were expressed in terms of two parameters ((,rl),
and a search was made for values giving a good Q.t to
the Ee+ production data. Two regions in the ($,ri)
plane, I, with $)0, and II, with $(0, were found for
which the Gts to the experimental data were of com-
parable quality. Later a study of the E* p reaction at
2.64 GeV/c was made, using the detailed experimental
data of Friedman and Ross.4%e found that only one of
the two regions acceptable at 3.0 GeV/c could 6t the
2.64-GeV/c E* data, and the Friedman and Ross letter
reports that a good fit could only be obtained for region
II, with ($,q) near (—1.8, —1.1).The conclusion that
only one region can Gt the data is correct, but because
of an error on our part, the preferred value shouM be
(1.8, 1.1) and region I is chosen.

The consequences of this error have led to some
absorption-model predictions concerning the behavior
of E*+production compared to E~, and we present a
complete discussion of the problem. In Sec. II the choice
of couplings and the method of calculation are described.
The 2.64-GeV/c E* data are used to obtain couplings
in Sec. III, and the comparison between model and ex-
periment is shown. Similarly in Sec. IV the K*+data at
3.0 GeV/c are considered, and a comparison of the
K*+versus E~ results is made, along with absorption-
model predictions for both. We discuss in Sec. V the
possibility of determining the p and ~ exchange contri-
butions separately by studying reactions with neutral
E*production or reactions on deuterium. In Sec. VI a
comparison with SU(6) predictions for the couplings is
made, and predictions for high energies and other re-
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and y, are

Mrr'+=grr "+rr+ G„, (M +xMv+yM"),
MK' ——gw'+rr+. G„~ (M —xM —yMr)

where the M ~ ~ are obtained from the 8 ~ ~ via the
absorption-model formula Eq. (1).The M differ from M
only in that the absorption parameters for E p are
different from those for E+p. With this form the
predicted cross section is quadratic in (x,y), and x,
defined by

0—
b——

(5)

is a fourth-order polynomial in (x,y). In order to find

(x,y) values corresponding to low X' we make a contour
map of X' in the (x,y) plane. In view of the uncertainties
and assumptions in our procedure, it seems better to
delineate a region of good. fit rather than giving a best
value of (x,y).

The experimental data of Friedman and Ross on the
reaction E p —+E* p (E'rr p) at 2.64GeV/c consist of
the differential cross-section and the density matrix
elements measured in j.6 production angle bins. In Fig. 2
the X.' contour map Inade using the differential cross-
section data is shown. Kith two degrees of freedom a X'

of order 20 denotes a good 6t. From the map it is ap-
parent that there are two "valleys" in the (x,y) plane
with X'& 100, situated approximately at x= +2.5.These
correspond to regions I and II, respectively, of JDGKS.
Only for x~2.5 (Region I) does X' approach the ex-
pected value.

It is apparent from the map that the fit to the
differential cross section, while fairly selective on x, is
permissive in y values. By comparing the theoretical and
experimental density matrix elements, however, the
size of the allowed region in y can be reduced. The
experimental density matrix elements are in better
agreement with the predictions of the x~2.5, y&0
region than with the x~2.5, y&0 region. Although the
density matrix elements were not used in the X' search,
they were used to discriminate between parts of those
regions which gave good Gts to the differential cross
section. It was found that in the region where X' was
~25, the 6t to the density matrix elements was also
good, although some variation in the predicted density
matrix elements occurred. In Figs. 3, 4(a), and 4(b) are
displayed the experimental results of Friedman and
Ross, together with our predictions using two sets of
(x,y) values from the region of low X'. The solid curves
(a) correspond to (x,y) = (2.5, 1.1), and appeared in the
Friedman and Ross letter. The dashed curves (b)
correspond to (x,y) = (2.05, 1.5), and while the 6t to the
differential cross section is not as good as for (a), the
density-matrix predictions are somewhat better. These
curves are indicative of the changes resulting from small
changes in (x,y).

~2

The X' contour map, Fig. 2, shows a local minimum
at x —2.5 corresponding to destructive interference
between pion and vector-meson exchange. The interfer-
ence effect is most apparent at small angles fcos8) 0.9j,
where the pion and vector-meson-exchange contribu-
tions are comparable. At larger angles the pion-exchange
contribution is small compared to vector-meson ex-
change, and the interference is less important; the
parameters (x,y) and (—x, —y) give similar predictions
for the cross section and density matrix. Thus the region
with X'&100 for x —2.5 is a reQection of the good 6t
obtained at wide angles for x 2.5. Because the relative
sign of the pion and vector-meson exchange contribu-
tions is opposite for E*+p relative to E~p, the x~—2.5
region should be typical of E+p-+E*+p. However, as
pointed out in JDGKS, the absorption parameters for
E+p and E p are different at energies 3 GeV/c, and
this will have some eGect on the model predictions. In
Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) we compare predictions for do/dQ
and pw in E p and E*+p at 2.64 GeV/c, using (x,y)
=+ (2.5, 1.1).

The curves are:

Fig

5(a)

Curves

solid

dashed

Reaction (»y)

(2.5, 1..1)
(—2.5, —1.1)

5(b) solid

dashed
(2.5, 1.1)

(—2.5, —1.1).

.8
COS 8

Fn. 3. The differential cross-section data, on Z p ~E* p(Z's p) at 2.64 GeV/c, from Ref. 4, along with the absorption-
model predictions. The curve (a) is for (x,y) = (2.5, 1.1) while
curve (b) is for (x,y}= (2.05, 1.5). The absorption parameters are
as given in Fig. 2.
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The absorption parameters are:

K p: y;=0.065, pr=0.049, C;=0.7, Cr= 1.0,
E++p: y;=0.13, yr=0.097, C,=0.93, Cr=1.0.

With this presentation the effects both of h
ence and the d~~

ec s o o t einterfer-
e d~~erent absorption parameters are a-

parent. Figure 5(a) shows con t t'ons ructive interference be-
ween pion and vector-meson exchange; the solid and
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'
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(2) The density matrix element d' l2 n ppp isp ays SUIlllal

behavior, being larger near 0=0' for c
interference.

r = or constructive

(3) Changing the absorption parameters produces an
appreciable change of size in do/dQ b

00.
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The data on E~ at 2a .64 GeV/c clearly favor the
x . region, on the basis of features (1) and (2). Also
the approximate equality of E*+and E~ can cross sections

ppor s our contention of constructi t five in er erence for

choi
, and destructive for E*+.As f F' .s seen rom Fig. 5, the

c oice x~—2.5 would require aE*+cra cross section almost
wice as ig as E* .

The insensitivity of the density matrix to the ab-

tion a
sorption parameters means that th hs a e c anges in absorp-
ion affect the scale of the amplitud b

g y alter the relative strengths. In terms oreatl
pi u es, ut do not

ap in ig. , a small change in the absorption
parameters produces shifts in th 1'e contour ines, but does
not strongly affect the over-all picture. The t lle wo va eys

persist, corresponding to constructive and
destructive interference.

Since in the limit of no absorption the int .fe in er erence
isappears, it is clear that interference and ab-

sorption are correlated. Neverth 1 tr e ess, at energies near
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model curves are made
using absorption pa-
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=1.0. Curve (a) is for
(x,y) = {2.05, 1.5},curve
(b) for (x,y) = (2.1,0.95).
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Fro. 5. Absorption-model calculations for da/dQ and poo for
&+p ~ Z*+p at 2.64 GeV/c, with (x,y) =& (2.5, 1.1).The absorp-
tion parameters for E P are as in Fig. 2, while for E+p, y; =0.13,
yy =0.097, C;=0.93, Cy = 1.0. (a) shows K* with (x,y) = (2 5, 1.1)
(solid curves), and E*+with (x,y) = (—2.5, —1.l) (dashed curves}.
(b) shows K*+with (x,y) = (2.5, 1.1) (solid curves), and K* with
(x,y) = (—2.5, —1.1) (dashed curves).

3 GeV/c, the peaking effect we attribute to constructive
interference cannot be deformed, by modest changes in
the absorption parameters, into the rounding effect
characteristic of destructive interference. The same is
true for the behavior of ppp near small angles.

IV. X*+ PRODUCTION AT 3.0 GeV/c

Armed with the results obtained at 2.64 GeV/c we

attempt to fit the experimental results on lt+p —b E*+p
at 3.0 GeV/c."The incorrect energy dependence of
vector-meson exchange will produce a shift in the region
of best X' compared to 2.64 GeV/c, but because the
energy difference is small, the shift is not large. Using
Eq. (5) we search for (x,y) values near region I which
give good 6ts to both K*+and E* data. As explained in
Sec. III, the differences in predictions between (x,y) and

(—x, —y) are con6ned to small production angles, e.g.,
cos8&0.9. There is, however, the effect of different
absorption parameters for E+p and K—

p, so that even at
large production angles there is some difference between
K*+ and E~ cross sections. Still the basic prediction
holds that K~+ and K~ cross sections and density
matrices should be similar at large production angles
and be different at small angles.

In Figs. 6 and 7 are shown the cross-section data for

.6

.5 (
Fn. 7. The di6eren-

tial cross section for
K-P ~K*-p (E0~-P) at
3.0 GeV/c, as given in
Ref. 7. The curves (a)
and {b) have the same
(x,y) values as in Fig. 6,
but the absorption pa-
rameters are y;=0.05,
yy ——0.037, C;=0.64, Cy
=1.0.

sh ~
4—

E

Cy ~

b
u

~2

I.9 .8
cos 8

E*+, together with theoretical predictions, (a) with
(x,y)=(2.05, 1.5) and (b) with (2.1, 0.95). The &*+
differential cross section apparently does round oK in the
forward direction, in agreement with the absorption-
model predictions. From the E* data it is dificult to
test the predictions, as the bin size is so large, but it is
clear that a reasonable 6t is obtained to both E*+and
IC* cross sections using the same (x,y) values. The
predictions of the absorption model for the E*+density
matrix also reQect the interference between pion and
vector-meson exchange. In Table I the averaged density-
matrix predictions for the indicated angular intervals
are presented, along with the experimental values. The
agreement between experiment and theory for the (x,y)
choices (a) and (b) is reasonable, the predicted values
usually falling within the error estimates. While the
predictions for ppp in the erst cose bin are slightly
greater than the experimental values, they resemble
experiment in that ppp for E* is larger than that for
K*+. This is caused by the interference between pion
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TABT.K I. Comparison of theoretical and experimental density-
matrix elements for E~ and E*+at 3.0 GeV/c.

wf'ltc thc Born amplitu(ics ln ihc forTll

B;=N;gx '+. x&;G». (B +x;Bv+y;Br) . (7)
&Poo& &i i, -il (R.ep 0)

E* density matrix. (3.0 GeV/c)

0.9&cosa & 1.0
Exp. ' 0,34~0.08 0.35~0.06

(a) 0.48 0.23
(b) 0.46 0.23

0.01+0.04
—0.03—0.04

0.8 &cose&0.9
Exp. '

(a)
(b)

0.10~0.09 0.33~0.08 —0.01~0.05
0.24 0.37 —0.02
0.18 0.40 —0.02

IC*+ density matrix. (3.0 GeV/c)

0.925 &cos8&1.0
Exp.b

(a)
(b)

0.15~0.11 0.23~0.09 —0.06~0.06
0.16 0.28 —0.06
0.22 0.28 —0.06

0.825 &cose &0.925
Exp.b

(a)
(b)

0.14~0.09 0.40~0.07 —0.03
0.10 0.43 —0.03
0.12 0.43 —0.03

a From Ref. 7.
b From Ref. 6.

V. POSSIBLE DETERMINATION OF y AND (a

EXCHANGE CONTRIBUTIONS

The quantities (x,y) are actually sums of couplings
for p, co, and p, i.e.,

x= x,+x„+x„,
and

y= y.+y-+y'
Assuming that the q contribution is negligible, we can
in principle determine (x„y,) from an analysis of
neutral E*production. Data obtained using neutrons as
target particles also can be used to separate the p and co

contributions, since the p and co have di6crcnt isotopic
spin. For the six possible EE~E*E' reactions we can

and vector-meson exchange at small angles, for E*-
constructive and favoring the larger poo value.

Qn the basis of the agreement between absorption-
model predictions and experiment at 2.64 and 3.0
GeV/c we may argue that the model with vector-meson
exchange can be used to obtain meaningful results. In
particular, the prediction of interference between pion
and vector-meson exchange appears to be borne out,
although a confirmation of the rounding of E*+ cross
sections near cose= 1 would be useful. The region of best
(x,y) values, for the energy range 2.6 to 3.0 GeV/c, is
found to be

x= 2.3+0.3,
y=0.5 to 2.0.

The pion coupling constants used are

gx +x+.'/kr =0.75, G».'/4n- = 14.6.

The quantities x;, y; depend on xp x p p p as shown
in Table II. To each reaction corresponds a diferent
combination of exchanges, so that the absorption-model
predictions for each reaction will be diferent. In prin-
ciple, by analyzing one of the reactions (3)—(6), together
with the results obtained from reactions (1) and (2), one
can determin. e (x„y,) and (x,y„) and predict the be-
havior of the remaining three reactions.

There exist data on the neutral E*reactions (3) and

(4). In a E+d experiment at 2.3 GeV/c both reaction (1)
and reaction (4) were observed. ' The production and
decay distributions for the two reactions were clearly
different, and it was concluded that the latter was con-
sistent with pion exchange alone. Hence the vector-
meson exchange in E*+p was concluded to be isoscalar,
and assuming no appreciable q exchange, the co was the
exchanged meson.

The reaction E p —+E*'e (E z+n), has been studied
by Trower and Ficenec' at 2.67 GeV/c in an analysis of
the two-prong events in the same exposure used by
Friedman and Ross.4 At present only preliminary data
are available, and the error estimates permit a large
range of acceptable its. The cross section and density
matrix observed are found to be consistent with pion
exchange alone, in agreement with the results on reac-
tion (5). However, in this case it is not possible to rule
out a small amount of vector-meson exchange. The
experimental data are not precise enough to permit an
analysis such as was done for E*,but an estimate of
the permissible p exchange can be found by searching
along the line y, =3.7x, in the (x„y,) plane. This
corresponds to the ratio (G», r/G», ~) =3.7, which is
obtained from electromagnetic form factors. We find
that for x,=0.2 the fit is as good as pion exchange alone,
and in view of the experimental uncertainties, x, could
be as large as 0.4. While these values of x„are small
compared to the value of 2.2 for (x,+x ) obtained for
reactions (1) and (2), the corresponding y, values of 0.7
to 1.4 are comparable to the range 0.5 to 2.0 for (y,+y„).
Hence a plausible decomposition into (x„y,) and
(x.,y„) is

xp—0 2~0.2, x„~2.0~0.4
y, 0.7+0.7, y„~0.5&0.5.

If one assumes that the yEX couplings are negli-
gible, such a decomposition is compatible with the
result from the isoscalar electromagnetic form factors
(Gr/G");„SC,~„~O.Reactions (5) and (6) are difFicult to
analyze, since they require a deuterium target and have
a neutron in the Gnal state, but they would provide a
test of the decomposition of x into x„and x„. In par-
ticular the tensor coupling, which for these reactions
depends on (y, —y ), should be small compared to the
E+p reactions, as the latter depend on (y,+y ). If we
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use observations that cross sections do not depend
strongly on y, and that x,(&x„,we can predict that the
cross section for the reaction K*+tz will resemble Es—

p,
while that for K* n will be similar to K*+p.In terms of
the shape of the forward peak, K~+e should peak up
while E~—e should round off.

A. Comparison of Couylings with Re1ativistic
SU(6) Predictions

The couplings we obtain by fitting the data near 3
GeV/c may be compared with the relativistic SU(6)
couplings given by Sakita and Wali."In their paper the
couplings of the 0—,1, —,'+, and ~+ multiplets are ex-
pressed in terms of two parameters, one for trilinear-
meson couplings, the other for meson-baryon couplings.
Since we take the E+zr'E*+ and ppzr couphngs as
known, these two parameters are fixed and the p, co, and
y couplings are predicted. We assume, in agreement
with the syounetry predictions, that the q -meson
coupling to the nucleons is weak, and take only co and p.
If we follow our convention for the Lagrangians, which
divers by a sign from the VVP coupling of Sakita and
Wali, we obtain the symmetry predictions, in the limit
of low-momentum transfer:

(8a,)

yp/x„—4.7.
(8c)

(Sd)

In decomposing the vector-meson exchange into p and
oz contributions we used a condition similar to (8d)
above, and thus can compare our results only with
predictions (Sa), (Sb), and (Sc). We find from our
fitting procedure

(9a)

(9b)

$„~2. (9c)

Our results are roughly consistent with (a) and (b), but

"B.Sakita and K. C. Wali, Phys, Rev. 139, 81355 (1965).

VI. EXTENSIONS OF THE MODEL

If one accepts the successful fitting of the K* data
at 2.6 GeV/c and the comparison of K*+ with K*
production at 3 GeV/c as evidence for the validity of the
absorption model using a mixture of pion and vector-
meson exchange, there are several questions which can
be asked to test or extend the model. Three such
questions, which we attempt to answer, are: How do the
results compare with symmetry predictions? What
happens at higher energiesP What other reactions
might provide evidence for a mixture of pseudoscalar
and vector-meson exchange?

for (c) there is a disagreement in sign. "In our model the
sign of x„ is determined by the character of the inter-
ference between pion and vector-meson exchange, and
we cannot obtain a good fit to the Friedman and Ross
K~ data at small angles using a negative sign for x„.
The absorption model is certainly not sufficiently well
founded to provide a definitive test of the signs of
symmetry predictions. All we can say is that with our
version of the absorptive peripheral model and taking
the relative sign of pion and vector-meson exchange
from relativistic SU(6), one predicts constructive inter-
ference in K*+ and destructive interference in E*—,in
contradiction to the experimental results at momenta

3 GeV/c.

B. Energy Deyendence of E;*N Reactions

There are several recent experiments observing
K+p —+K*+p at incident momenta from 3.5 to 13
GeV/c. zs None of these have as yet the high statistics of
the Friedman and Ross experiment. Hence while they
measure the general features of the differential cross
section and density matrix elements, fine details, such
as momentum-transfer dependence at small angles, are
not so well determined. The gross features appear to be
relatively independent of the incident energy, apart
from the decrease with energy of the total cross section.
The average values of density matrix elements for
E+p ~E*+p are found to be equal, within errors, at
3.0, 3.5, and 5.0 GeV/c. "' Charged E* decay angular
distributions display a strong cos2y term, corresponding
to (pz, z)—0.4, at all energies. But the E*'decay angular
distribution at 10 GeV/c does not show strong evidence
for vector exchange, in agreement with experiments at
low energies. "Hence pion exchange may be a dominant

"A small value for the p-exchange contribution is suggested by
the A-parity quantum number of Bronzan and Low, Phys. Rev.
Letters 12, 522 {1964).The pE'.E*coupling is forbidden if A parity
is a good quantum number.

"A partial list of such experiments is: (a) 3.5 and 5.0 GeV/c
K+p: Brussels-CERN Collaboration, W. De Baere et al. , Nuovo
Cimento Sl, 401 (1967); (b) 4.1 and 5.5 GeV/c E P: F. Schwein-
gruber et a/. , Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 12, 46 (1967);F. Schweingruber,
Ph.D. thesis, Northwestern University, 1967 (unpublished). In
the latter it is shown that a good fit to the E* differential
cross section and density matrix at 5.5 GeV/c is obtained by
D. GrifIiths and R. Jabbur. The absorption model is used with
the SU(6) prediction for x( —1) and y=0. This is in contrast
to our result of a positive x value, based on low-energy data.
The disagreement is essentially conhned to the behavior of
pos at small angles [cess~&0.98, As~&0.05 (GeV/c)sg where our
prediction )Fig. 9(a), solid curve) is larger than this experimental
result. For 0 &&Az &~0.1 (GeV/c)s, (pos) =0.28+0.07 experimentally,
while our prediction for (x,y) = (1.0,0.5) is (p00) 0.5. In order to
resolve the question of the sign of x, precise measurements of p00 at
small angles are required, and X*+ and X* results should be
compared; (c) 6.0 GeV/c X P: British University Collaboration
(unpublished); (d) 10 GeV/c Z zS: Aachen-Berlin-CERN-London
(LC.) Collaboration (unpublished); (e) 13 GeV/c E+p: A. C.
Melissinos et al. , Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 12, 46 (1967).

'6 Preliminary results of Aachen-Berlin-CERN-London (I.C.)
collaboration on E p at 10 GeV/c (private communication). See
also rapporteur's paper, J. D. Jackson, in Proceedings of the
XIIIth International Conference on High Energy Physics (Uni-
versity of California Press, Berkeley, 1967), esp. pp. 157-158.



mechanism in neutral E* production even at high
energies. From these general features one may conclude
that the production mechanism is relatively inde-
pendent of the incident energy.

This picture of insensitivity to energy may be changed
when the details of E* production are observed. For
example, the question of interference between exchange
contributions can be resolved only by precise measure-
ments of do/dQ and poo in small angular intervals near
the forward direction. Because this possible interference
effect is confined to a small angular region, it does not
contribute much to the averaged values of quantities.
Hence it is conceivable that the details of the experi-
ment may be sensitive to the incident energy, even
though the gross features are not. Until sufficient data
are accumulated, the question of energy dependence
remains partially open.

While the E*E production mechanism may be ap-
proximately energy-independent, absorption-model pre-
dictions using a mixture of pion and vector-meson
exchange are very sensitive to energy. The pion-
exchange contribution seems to have a reasonable
energy dependence, since it agrees approximately with
neutral J"~ data at 2.3 and 10 GeV/c. The vector-
meson-exchange predictions fail at high incident mo-
menta in both energy- and momentum-transfer depend-
ence. We circumvent the energy-dependence problem
phenomenologically by using different couplings at
different energies, but the momentum-transfer problem,
that the predicted cross sections are too broad in angle,
remains. While some variation in the shape of do/dQ can
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be made by changing (G»&~ /G»&~ ), the experimental
cross-section data at 10 GeV/c cannot be fitted. "This
applies only for calculations made using the recipe for
absorption given in JDGKS. The inclusion of form
factors or stronger absorption of low partial waves could
produce agreement, but the signi6cance of such agree-
ment would be reduced because of the additional
arbitrariness in the model.

We have investigated the predictions of the absorp-
tion model at various high energies, choosing couplings
so that the cross section predicted by vector-meson
exchange is about four times as large as that of pion
exchange. This was done by taking the quantity x pro-
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Fro. 9. Density-matrix predictions for E p —+ E* p. The curves
are as described in Fig. 8. (a) gives the predictions at 5,5 GeV jc,
while (b) gives the 10-GeV/c results.
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FIG. 8. Differential cross-section predictions of the absorption
model for E p ~ E* p (X'vr p). (a) is for 5.5-0eV/c momentum
E . The absorption parameters are p;=0.024, py ——0.018,
=0.52, Cy = 1.0. The solid curve is for (x,y) = (1.0, 0.5), the dashed
curve for (—1.0, —0.5), and the dash-dotted curve for pion ex-
change. (b) is for 10 GeV/c E . The absorption parameters are
y;=0.016, pf=0.012, C;=0.48, Cy=1.0. The solid curve is for
(x,y) = (0.5, 0.3), the dashed curve for (—0.5, —0.3},and the dash-
dotted~curve is for pion exchange.

portional to P~,b ', where E~,b is the incident beam
momentum. The object was to study qualitatively the
predicted interference effects at various energies. We
show in Figs. 8 and 9 some absorption-model calcula-
tions for X p-+K* p at 5.5 and 10 GeV/c. The
predicted cross sections and density matrices are shown
for both constructive (solid curves) and destructive
(dashed curves) interference, along with the pion-ex-
change contributions (dash-dotted curves). At 5.5
GeV/c we use (x,y) = & (1.0, 0.5), and at 10 GeV/c (x,y)
= & (0.5, 0.3)& the + sign denoting constructive inter-
ference. The absorption parameters are y, =0.024,
C;=0.52, y~

——0.018, Cq ——1.0 at 5.5 GeV/c, and y,
=0.016, C,=0.48, yy ——0.012, Cr=1.0 at 10 GeV/c. The
(G»d'or/G»d'or) ratio is thus ~—,', as we found for the
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2.6-GeV/c E—data. Thed ashed curves at 5.5 GeV/c
correspond roughly to the SU(6) prediction of x —1;
we favor the solid curves from our analysis of the data at
lower energies.

There are three general features of these curves that
are of interest: Reaction

Pseudoscalar-meson
exchange

amplitude

Vector-meson
exchange
amplitude

TmLx III. Reactions which may show evidence for interference
between pseudoscalar- and vector-meson exchange. Comparison of
different charge states.

(1) The broad angular distribution of the differential
cross section for vector-meson exchange.

(2) The rounding off of the cross-section predictions
near the forward direction for both signs of the
interference.

(3) The absence of qualitative differences between
cross-section and density-matrix predictions for con-
structive and destructive interference.

+p ~ p+p

p~p p
7i- P —+Pon

K+p ~ E*OS*++
E+p ~ E*+S*+
E p —+ E*~S*'
E p —+E* S*+

@27

V27f-

(V'3)~
(V'3)~
(v's)~

~(v)
—~(—v)

mp
h/x)i

—(v'~)n
—(V'3)~

Only for ppp are the model predictions sensitive to the
sign of the interference; a larger ppp is predicted for
constructive interference. If our conclusions based on
low-energy results are reliable, E* should yield a larger
ppp than E*+at the same incident energy. However, the
predictions for ppp are moderately sensitive to the ratio
(G»z~r/G»zo~); increasing (y/x) for fixed x tends to

TAaz, z II. The quantities E;, x;, and y; as used in Eq. {7).

Reaction

t. E+p~E*+p
2. E-p ~E*-p
3. E p~E~'I
4 E+e -+ E*p
5. E+n —+ E*+n
6. E-n ~E*-n

(gp+g„)
(xp+ggy)

P

gp

(Xp—X„)
—{xp—x„)

(3'p+ 3'~)
—b.+x-)

3'p

6,—x)
—4 —x)

C. Tests of Interference in Other Reactions

If, as we claim, the experimental di6erences between
E*+p and E*-p production are caused by interference

raise the solid curve and lower the dashed. Thus the
interference e6ect in ppp should be more apparent if the
tensor coupling is appreciable. We do not show any
predictions for E*+production since the use of di6erent
absorption parameters does not produce any signi6cant
changes. Therefore the dashed curves may be taken as
typical E~+predictions, with the solid curves being E~ .

The principle conclusions of our investigation at
higher energies are:

(1) The differential cross section predicted from
vector-meson exchange is too broad in angle.

(2) The interference between pion and vector-meson
exchange is no longer reQected strongly in the differ-
ential cross section, but perhaps is still present in the ppp

density matrix elements for E*+and E* .
(3) It is impossible to determine couplings by fitting

cross-section data at high energy; for a fit only to
density matrix elements, extremely precise measure-
ments are needed even to determine the sign of the
coupling s.

TAszz IV. Reactions in which Z and E* exchange may inter-
fere, with SU(6) predictions for the ratio fvo&'z/gyorf;~. (Taken
from Ref. 13, neglecting mass difterences. ) I can be any hyper-
charge 0 baryon.

Reaction

IC p ~coY
E p —+qY
E p —+ p0I'

Predicted
fv'z*z/g v'xx

2
—2
—2

between pseudoscalar and vector-meson exchange, other
reactions should provide supporting evidence. The eRect
could be best observed by comparing similar reactions
for which the interference occurs with opposite signs. As
in Table II we can use the charge conjugation properties
of the possible exchanged particles and compare differ-
ent charge states of the same reaction. The reactions
~p ~ pV and Ep ~ E*S*may provide some evidence
for interference: the former between m and ~, the latter
between x and p. In Table III we give the strengths and
relative signs of the couplings for these reactions, just as
in Table II.

A second method of testing the interference is to
compare E p reactions producing the neutral vector
mesons p', oo, and q and a I"=0baryon. For these three
reactions the baryon vertices are identical; the relative
signs and strengths of the V'EE and V'EE~ couphngs
determine the character of the interference. That is,
once the nature of the interference in one reaction is
known, it can be predicted for the other two. Hence we
need only compare the ratios (grorrrr/fi orrrr *) for V'= q,
co, and p'. These ratios are predicted by Sakita and Wa1i
and are shown in Table IV. It should be remarked that
only SU(3) with &a —q mixing is needed to obtain these
ratios.

There is some experimental evidence available to test
the existence of these interference effects. Let us recall
that constructive interference gives a larger ppp than
destructive interference, and that at lower momenta the
di6erential cross section may show a peak at small
angles for constructive interference, while for destruc-
tive interference a rounding o6 may occur. The data on
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&—p~ ~& and pA at 2.6 GeV/c" have been studied by
Flatte, "using an absorption-model procedure similar to
ours. He 6nds that constructive interference is preferred
for the coA data, and destructive interference for the q A..
This change in the sign of the interference is in agree-
ment with the predictions of Table IV.

There are also some experimental data on the reac-
tions in Table III, but no strong evidence for interfer-
ence e6ects is present. The density-matrix and cross-
section predictions for. pion exchange are in reasonable
agreement with experiment, as shown in JDGKS. Thus,
if vector-meson exchange occurs, it is not very strong,
and the interference effects are presumably weak. Re-
cent experiments on p production at 4.2" and 8.0
GeV/c'0 6nd some deviation from the absorption-model
predictions, especially for the density matrix elements.
It is found experimentally that poo is smaller for p than
for p+ at similar energies, which suggests possible
destructive interference in p production. Since ~(p)
exchange cannot occur in p' production, we suggest that
the threereactions (vr p~ p p, ~ p~ pox, n+p~ p+p)
be compared at the same energies, to see if any system-
atic evidence for interference is present.

It is interesting to note that for x.p —+ pS reactions,
isospin conservation gives the inequality

do p++da. p- —do po&0,

where do represents a differential cross section or a
differential cross section multiplied by a diagonal
density matrix element. If the isoscalar-exchange con-
tribution is zero, the inequality becomes an equality.
Hence a measurement of the left-hand side of the
inequality provides a limit to the isospin-0 exchange,
e.g., the or meson, without reference to any particular
model. Experimentally the p' cross section is about
twice as large as the charged-p cross sections, so that the
left-hand side is roughly consistent with being zero. A
precise test of this inequality using diagonal density
matrix elements would provide information on isoscalar-
exchange in a model-independent manner.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Ke have attempted to show that the absorption
model with a mixture of pion and vector-meson ex-

change can explain the experimental data on E*p

"J.S. Lindsey and G. A. Smith, Phys. Rev. 147, 913 (1966).
' S. M. I'latter, Phys. Rev. 155, 1517 (1967}.
'9 W'. L. Yen, R. L. Eisner, L. Gutay, P. B.Johnson, P. R. Klein,

R. E. Peters, R. J. Sahni, and G. W. Tautfest, Phys. Rev. Letters
18, 1091 (1967).

~o I. Derado, J. A. Poirier, N. N. Siswas, N. M. Cason, V. P.
Kenney, and W. D. Shephard, Phys. Letters 24$, 112 (1967).

reactions in the momentum range 2—4 GeV/c. The
model uses two free parameters, which are formally
identi6ed with the vector and tensor couplings of the
exchanged vector mesons. The fitting procedure re-
quires these parameters to decrease with increasing
momenta. This makes our identification rather meaning-
less, since coupling strengths should remain constant.
Still, the model is able to describe the detailed behavior
of the cross section and density matrix using only two
parameters. Furthermore, the same set of parameters
explains both E*+and E* production, the differences
between these reactions being explained by the change
in sign of the parameters which stems from the diferent
charge conjugation properties of the exchanged pion and
the vector meson. Thus the model provides an economi-
cal description of E*production.

The results we obtain are admittedly questionable,
since we evade the problem of energy dependence. But
they may be useful in formulating a correct theory of
production mechanisms. For example, we may compare
the absorption and Regge-pole models. The Regge-pole
model is a theory which does not violate any basic con-
cepts and can in principle be applied to production
reactions. But the number of residue functions with
unknown t dependence is large when the particles pro-
duced have high spins; this fact plus arbitrariness in
trajectories makes a comparison of theory and experi-
ment dBBcult."The absorption model, conversely, is not
a respectable theory, since it violates unitarity, but it is
easily compared with experiment, often quite suc-
cessfully. If the good results of the absorption. model are
not accidental, it should be possible to incorporate them
in a more complete theory.
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"In particular the exchange contributions of pion and vector-
meson trajectories do not interfere in vector-meson production, so
our results are not reproduced by such a simple Regge-pole model.
However, the exchange of additional trajectories, e.g. , A2, could
produce an interference contributing with opposite signs to E*+
and E,~ and A2 having opposite charge-conjugation properties.


